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SUMMARY 

The excavation at West St. Helen Street was on a small scale and provided an impresrion 
of success-ive layers of selliement from prehistoric to modem times. The earliest fealure on Ihe 
rile was a post-hole of early Iron Age dale. Other evidence of pre-Roman selliement was a pit 
conlaining two horse sKulls of the immediate pre-Roman Iron Age. A palisade ditch, running 
al right angles to the modem slreet, dated to the lale first century A.D. There were no later 
Romano-British fiatures on this rite. The next evidence of occupation was of the medieval 
period wilh a timher structure posrihly on to West St. Helen St., and ruhhish pits of the 12th-13th 
cenluries. The timher building appeared to have been replaced in the 14th century hy another 
with stone footings, also accompanied hy cess and ruhhish pits. In the 19th century, a terrate of 
collages was constructed along West St. Helen St. and the excavalion was in the yards and 
gardens hehind these properties. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The West SI. Helen St./Lombard St. site was the first one chosen for excavation 
by the Abingdon Excavation Committee, in June-August Ig72. Mter the demoli
tion of I gth-century cottages in the Ig60s and the widening of the northern part of 
West St. Helen St., known as The arrows (FIG. 56), the site had been left vacant. 
There was only a limited area available for excavation, an area which was further 
decreased by problems of reinstatement of the ground for the construction of a new 
Salvation Army headquarters. Nevertheless excavation was carried out in order to 
obtain a section through an important part of the town which had not previously 
been examined archarologically. 
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As a result of his observations on Fore St. (now the northern end of West St. 
Helen St.), J. Y. Akerman was able to proclaim to the Society of Antiquaries on 
15 June 1865, ' I have the honour to announce to the Society the discovery within 
this town of remains which alford undoubted proofS of the permanent occupation of 
the site of Abingdon by the Romans, a fact for proofS of which I have long sought 
until the present occasion'. His discoveries consisted of' ... massive foundations, 
among which the well known herring-bone masonry is conspicuous ... and a few 
vases and several coins '.' The following December Akerman reported further 
discoveries on this site to the Society of Antiquaries--coins of Trajan, Philip and 
Constantine and pottery probably from Sunningwell. The Akerman building was 
probably about 80 m. to the east of the present site. Although the finds indicate 
evidence of Romano-British occupation, the amount of disturbance likely from 
medieval features must make us wary of a definite identification of the building as 
Roman. 

The only other archaeological work carried out in the West St. Helen Street area 
was an excavation in 1971, directed by N. Clayton on behalf of the Department of 
the Environment, about 40 m. north-east of St. Helen's Church and 160 m. south of 
the present site. This excavation, although limited in area, suggested intensive 
Romano-British occupation, certainly in the 1st century A.D. and possibly in the late 
Iron Age.> 

The present site, lying between these two, and alongside West St. Helen Street 
seemed likely to provide evidence of prehistoric, Romano-British and medieval 
settlement. 

The position of Abingdon, on the Summertown/Radley second gravel terrace 
at the confluence of the River Ock with the Thames and its hinterland has been 
discussed more fully elsewhere.l Mrs. Gabrielle Lambrick reconstructed the basic 
outline of the Medieval Abingdon street plan4 and showed that St. Helen's Church 
at the OckfThames junction provided a focus for West and East SI. Helen Streets, 
both of which link the parish church to the Bury (now High Street) and the Market 
Place outside the Abbey Gate. St. Helen's is first mentioned in a charter of 995 as 
Monaslmum samlae Helenat in the lOth century. Two roads leading to St. Helen's 
Church are the earliest streets for which there are any references in Abingdon. East 
St. Helen Street is mentioned in a deed of about 1245-50 (in vieo de Samla Elena) 
and in mid 13th-century deeds as in Vieo orienlali samle helene or Eslsenlhelenslrel. 
About 1,250 references occur to properties in Ie Weslseynlhelent Sirul or in vieo oecidenlali 
heale helene.l Lombard Street is also mentioned in the 13th century, as Shrieveslane. 
In 1370 it was Thurloverslrel and in the 14th century Groslrete or Overlhwart seint 
Elyns Strele. From the 15th century it was known as Lombard Street, possibly 
referring to the presence of a goldsmith's or banker's property. 6 

• 17oc. Sor. Antif., ItT, 145.202. 
t CBA 9 NeWJlctter No.2 (1972), 22. 
'C. M. Heighway, TM ErOsUm of HiJlory, ArchatoWD IJlld Planning in TownJ (1972), 46-40. D. l\1iles, 

Abingdon and Region: Early AnglcH5axon Settlement Evidence', T. Rowley (ed.). Angltr&xon S,Uurrunl 
.. d LondJ<DP., BAR., 6 ('974), 3&-+>' D. IlcDJOn & D. Miles, 1M UPi><' TluJmu V.u.;. : .. .,tluuot.,KaI 
JIITV9 "11M ricer ,.,avtts (1974), 57-61, 87-90 . 

.. M. Biddle, H. T. Lambnclt and J. N. L. ~{yres, • The Early History of Abingdon, Bc:rbhire, and ill 
Abbey', M,d. Ardl., XI1 (,g68),.8 (Fig. 5 1. 

S C/rroniam ~fo'l4Jln'ii dt Abintdtm. ed.J. Steveruoo. Rolls Series (1858), I, 394 ; II, 270, 278-9. 
, References collected in A. C. Balter, HislDricStruls of Abingdon, (1957 ). 
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THE EXCAVATION 

The site available for excavation was enclosed on the north side by the rear of 
buildings fronting onto Lombard St. and on the east and south sides by the high walls 
of property boundaries. It was decided to cut a trench 18 m.long and 3'2 m. wide 
west-east through the site to obtain a section from as close to the medieval street 
frontage as possible and to the rear of any medieval properties located. The 
build-up of garden soil at the rear (east end) of the site suggested that earlier, pre
medieval layers might be best preserved away from the street frontage. This 
trench had the advantage of avoiding weight-bearing walls of the proposed building. 
Unfortunately, the widening of West St. Helen St. has meant that the likely medieval 
street frontage is now covered by the roadway and not accessible for excavation. 
A]CB IIlC removed the upper levels of the site, under careful observation. 

Tbe underlying oolitic gravel of the second terrace was located about I . 30 m. 
deep at the western, street frontage, end of the trench. At the eastern end layers of 
rubbish, soil and surfacing material in the Igth-century gardens and yards had 
created a build-up of 2' 10 m. of overburden on the gravel surface (FIGS. 59, 60). 
Levelling for the construction of the cottages and subsequent pit digging in the 
backyards meant tbat very little earlier vertical stratigraphy survived in spite of the 
depth of the deposi t. 

Iron Age 
Iron Age J. The earliest evidence of occupation on the site was part of a feature 
CG, 30 em. across and cutting 64 em. into the gravel. The feature was possibly 
the remains of a post-hole or small pit only half of which survived, the rest being 
removed during the construction of the stone-lined cess pit B]. The fill of CG was 
a red brown sandy loam, similar to the type of soil found in Iron Age features on the 
excavation at the second terrace cropmark site Barton Court Farm 1·8 km. to the 
north-west. In the bottom of the feature was a fragment of Coral Ragstone, prob
ably used as packing for the post-hole. Also in this feature was a fragment of a 
bone weaving comb (FIG. 66, I) and several sherds from a coarse bucket-sbaped 
vessel of the type usually associated with the earliest phases ofIron Age occupation in 
the Upper Thames Valley (FIG. 63,1).7 

Iron Age 2. 3' 5 m. to the west of CG a large oval feature FG was located (FIG. 60, 
section). This pit was 2·6 m. across its long (N.W.-S.E.) axis and 1·8 m. across the 
narrower S.W.-N.E. side. It was cut 0·60 m. into the gravel. Although mainly 
straight, in places the sides became slightly convex; the pit was flat bottomed. 
Placed in the centre of the pit, on its fioor, were two horse skulls. The pit also 
contained fragments of late Iron Age pottery, notably butt-beaker sherds, which 
suggest a date in the late 1St century B.C. or early/mid 1st century A.D. 

Romano-British 
Most of the medieval or later features contained Romano-British pottery, 

sometimes in quite large quantities, but the only stratified material came from a 

7 D. Harding, The Iron Ag~oftlu Upper ~ Basin (1972), 
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ditch running E.-W. along the length of the trench. This feature was cut through 
by many later pits and could only be traced in a very fragmentary way. Conse
quently it is recorded under a series of letters (AT, BH, CB, CD, cr, and DP). 
Pits which cut this feature included DO (13th-century), BM ( Igth-century) and the 
early 13th-century post-holes DT and DS (FIG. 57). At the east end of the trench a 
narrow section of the base of the ditch survived (CB), only 5 cm. thick, cut by pits 
BM and BR. To the north of pit BR the shelving sides of this ditch were traced 
(AT). These fragments suggest that the original ditch was slightly over 2 m. wide 
and about 62 cm. deep. The profile of CB (FIG. 61) with a slot-like bottom tended 
to suggest that it possibly functioned as a palisade ditch. To the west, in the centre 
of the excavation, a more complete section of the Romano-British ditch was located 
(CD, DP) in the bottom of which were some fifteen stake-holes, confirming the 
existence of a palisade. These stake-holes were 4-8 cm. in diameter and up to 10 
cm. deep. A further segment of the ditch (EB) was located between pits ET and DO 
at the western end of the trench. Altogether tl,e Romano-British ditch was traced 
over slightly more than eleven metres. The pottery from the ditch was of late 
first-, early second-century A.D. date. A coin of Domitian was found in the medieval 
pit DO. A dolphin brooch (FlG. 66, 2) from the Romano-British ditch supports the 
late first-century dating. There were also three fragments of Roman tile from the 
ditch which might indicate a fairly substantial building of this date in the area. 

Medieval 

Pit ex. This large irregular feature was about 3 m. across and cut I . 20 m. into the 
gravel. The pit was exaggeratedly bell-shaped and flat-bottomed. It was cut by 
the cess pit BJ and itself cut through the Romano-British ditch. The fill was a 
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uniform dark brown sandy loam with little evidence for the deposition of rubbish 
It may have been dug to provide a supply of sand and gravel. The tratigraphy 
and the pottery found within the pit suggest this to be the earliest medieval feature 
in the excavation, dating to the late 12th or early 13th century. 

Structure 1. Four post-holes (EN, BV, EZ and FA) were located running in an 
east-west axis at right angles to the present street. EN, BV and EZ were each 2 m 
apart (from their centres). EZ and FA were only 50 em. from each other. Two 
further post-holes DT and DS were found north of BV, at right angles to the other 
four, cut into the top of the Romano-British ditch. All the post-holes except EN 
had packing stones of Coral Rag; BV, DT and DS were particularly well packed. 
All these features had a similar fill of orange-brown sandy loam. EZ showed traccs 
of a post void in its centre. This indicated a slightly tapering post with a diameter of 
20 cm. All six post-holes wcre of a fairly uniform size, 40-50 cm. diameter and 50-
60 cm. deep into the gravel. DS was deeper than the rest, but this might be 
accounted for by the fact that it was cut into ti,e deepest part of the underlring 
Romano-Brite,h ditch, while in ti,e other cases gravel would have been located at a 
higher lcvel by the medieval builders. It has been found at Barton Court Farm 
that Romano-British builders invariably emptied earlier underlying features when 
these coincided with the positioning of their foundations. 

It seems likely that these sLx post-holes represent part of the foundations of a 
13th-century timber structure.' The size and depth of the holes and the evidence 
of the post void suggest a building of some size, though a fence line of a property 
boundary cannot be altogether ruled out. The interpretation as a building is 
reinforced, however, by the discovery of a shallow slot about 7-10 cm. wide and 5 
em. deep running along the south side of post-holes EZ and FA. This had a series 
of scalloped shapes within it suggesting small stakes. The slot was not traced 
elsewhere, but its brown sandy silt filling was very similar to the surrounding features. 
It seems likely that this represented the outer cladding ofa timber building protecting 
the main posts EZ and FA from weathering. 

Insufficient e,~dence survives to make any intelligent comment on the form of 
this building. It was evidently aligned on West St. Helen St., which we know to 
have exi ted in ti,e 13th century. The a.u. and shape of the building cannot be 
estimated from the surviving evidence. It might be expected that the post-holes 
were part of a rectangular structure, gable end onto the street, with rntemal di\·isions 
into rooms similar to those found at Brook St., Winchester.9 The position of the 
stone-lined pit EW, which seems to be of similar date to the timbre structure, is 
anomalous, as it lies along the line of the south side of the building. 

Stone-lined pit EW. This feature was located towards ti,e western end of the trench 
(FIG. 57). It was cut by the 19th-century pit BZ and overlarn by the stone footings 
of a late medieval building. The pit was 2 m. long and lined with coral ragstone of 

• MOtt of the pottery from the tx-t·bo1es fits into a 13th-ct'ntury context. One sherd of' Brill' type: from 
BV is more likely to be t4th..century. This could be • stray .herd, but suggesu the possibility that post-holes 
BV, DTand OS rrp~ntan internal division of the 1at«"fltruCture~. 

'M, Biddle, Excavations at Winchester 1967. Sixth Interim Report " Antiq. J.J XLVID (1g68), ~6r. 
Fig. 3. 
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which up to 13 courses survived. The pit cut 0·80 m. into the underlying gravel. 
The base was partly covered with limestone slates on which there was evidence of 
fairly intensive burning. There was also a layer of charcoal and burnt material up 
to 8 cm. thick in the fill of the pit. The pit seems most likely to have sen'ed as a 
rubbish pit, with regular emptying, also utilized for burning rubbish. The north 
side shows evidence of relining with stone over the bottom layer of charcoal. The 
pottery within EW suggests a late 13th-century date. Its relationship to the timber 
structure I is uncertain. The dating evidence of the pottery would make them 
roughly contemporary, but from the position of the post-holes and the later stone 
structure 2, it may be that the pit predated the timber building. 

Siruciure 2. In the late 14th or early 15th century the post-hole structure was 
apparently replaced by a building on almost exactly the same alignment (FIG. 58), 
This later building was probably half timbered with a dry-stone footing (referred to 
in the site records under AH, FD, and EY). These footings were composed of 
irregular blocks of ragstone and were traced for a total length of g m. There was a 
maximum of seven courses surviving 52 em. high. They were much disturbed by 
later pit digging (BZ) and cut into by a Igth-century well (DF). The footings were 
56 em. wide with an off-set near the base- in part a furtller 6 em. wide. At the west 
end of the trench the footings turned to the south (BZ) and could be traced for 2 m, 
before disappearing into the southern section of the trench. 

The building might have terminated at the west end of the excavation, along the 
line of the north-south footing, but disturbance from the well and the cottages make 
this conclusion uncertain, and it may have becn an internal partition rather than an 
outer wall. The Igth-century street frontage was certainly further to the west than 
this. 

The dating of this building was particu larly difficult. No trace of internal 
flooring survived to provide occupation material, and the great amount of disturb
ance meant that pottery of all periods was found actually among the stones, 
including much Romano-British material. The wall was not constructed with a 
foundation trench, but pottery located under and in the lowest courses suggests a 
construction date in the late 14th century, 

Stone-lined pil BJ. To the west of Structure 2 was a second stone-lined pit, BJ. 
This was cut by the Igth-century pit BK and the 15th-century pit BR. Like the 
previous pit EW, it was lined with coral rags tone, but was two stones thick on its 
north and west sides. On the south side the lining was 12 courses or 82 em. deep, 
tapering towards the bottom. The pit was sub-rectangular in shape, 2 m. long and 
I . 5 m. wide. There was very little evidence of rubbish deposition in the pit but the 
limited amount of pottery supports a late 13th-century date. The yellowish green 
sandy fill tended to support the interpretation of BJ as a cess pit, apparently con
temporary with, and at the rear of, Structure 2. 

Pil BR. This deep pit cut the previous one BJ and was itself cut by a Igth-century 
pit BK. It was shaped like a slightly irregular sub-rectangle and had been dug 
approximately I' 70 m. into the underlying gravel. The bottom of this pit was 
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almost S m. from the modern ground surface. Its sides were almost straight or 
slightly concave. The alternating bands of black charcoal/humic material and 
sandy loam suggested that the pit had been used for the deposition of rubbish, each 
layer of which had been covered by fresh soil. 

The black humic layers produced large quantities of early Isth-century pottery 
including an almost complete cistern (FIG. 6S, 33), and a cooking-pot with a sagging 
base (FIG. 6S, 34), both from layer 4. This layer also produced a piece of textile 
(see below, page 97), and a fragment of worked stone which will be reported at a 
later date. The pottery suggests that the pit was dug during the occupation of 
Structure 2, but after the cess pit had gone out of use. 

Post-Medieval 
There is little evidence of occupation from the 16th to the early Igth centuries, 

possibly because these levels had been removed by the construction of the Igth
century cottages and the digging of many pits behind them. Traces of a cobbled 
roadway (DR) were found protruding into the south section of the trench about 60 
em. from the present ground surface, and more were uncovered in the southern 
extension of the excavation. The road surface may have predated the cottages, 
but as it was on a level with the top of the well (DH) and ran along the south side ofit, 
it seems more likely that this was a Igth-century track from West St. Helen St. to the 
rear of the properties. The well itself was only partially excavated. It contained 
late Igth-century pottery in the top and matched others found at the rear of standing 
Igth-century houses further south in West St. Helen St. There were many Igth
century pits, the largest being BC and BM. 

DISCUSSION 

Such a small trench in which there is complicated stratigraphy and much inter
cutting of features cannot provide a clear picture of the true nature and character 
of successive periods of settlement. This can only be done by larger scale work over a 
n umber of areas within the town. The excavation did however give an impression 
of the complexity and antiquity of the site of Abingdon. 

Iron Age: The post-hole and pit provided evidence for the first time of pre-Roman 
occupation in Abingdon. Late Iron Age pottery has been found previously in 
East and West St. Helen Streets, but tended to be the native forms which commonly 
occur into tile Roman period. The post-hole, although small, suggests settlement 
quite early in the Iron Age and the bone weaving comb and pottery perhaps indicate 
that this was a remnant of an occupation site rather than a stray feature. Bone 
combs similar to this are common on Iron Age sites in the Thames Valley and have 
been found at Radley; City Farm, Hanborough ; and more decorative examples 
from Northfield Farm Long Wittenham, Stanton Harcourt,'. and in the recent 
excavations by M. Parrington at the Ashville Trading Estate to the west of Abingdon. 

The large pit belonging to the late Iron Age probably predates the Roman 
Conquest. Its shape is unlike most of the storage pits from local Iron Age sites and 

10 op. cit. note 7. PI. 75. 
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it contained little material which might indicate backfilling with rubbish. The two 
horse skulls, although not complete (part of the skull was missing from one, and the 
mandible from the other) seemed to have been carefully placed in the bottom of the 
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pit. The orderly burial of four horse skeletons has been recorded in the entrance of 
the hillfort of Blew burton, u and a skull in a pit together with some of the long bones." 
Various animal skulls, or at least mandibles, have been found by the author in the 
bottom of a pit at Barton Court Farm, Abingdon. In view of the discoveries suggest
ing ritual burial of animals at La Tene, '3 Harding considered the Blewburton horses 
to represent ritual foundation burials." It is possible that these skulls have similar 
religious connotations.'s 

Romano-British: The existence of the palisade ditch dating to the later part of the 
1st or early 2nd century confirms that Abingdon was the site of extensive Romano
British settlement. Traces of occupation have been found over some 15-20 hectares 
(37-50 acres), but the nature of this settlement remains uncertain. Many cropmark 
complexes of Romano-British date in tl,e Upper Thames Valley correspond to this in 
size, for example at Radley, Appleford and Long Wittenham.,6 Abingdon therefore 
might be a settlement of native village status as discussed above, p. 14; there may 
be at least one villa within the complex, or alternatively it might have functioned as 
a local trading centre. Certainly its location at a river confiuence and crossing, very 
similar to Dorchester-on-Thames, and the lack of Romano-British • towns' in the 
Upper Thames area would make this suggestion an attractive one. 

Medieval: The density of medieval features, albeit fragmentary in character, 
suggests that from the late 12th century onwards this part of the town was built up 
and fairly densely occupied. Documentary evidence suggests that until tlns date 
Abingdon consisted of little more than a thin scatter of buildings between the Abbey 
and St. Helen's Church. Even by the time of Amyce's Survey of 1554" the west 
side of Stert Street outside the Abbey walls was still only partially built up. The 
discovery of the timber building and its stone-footed successor, aligned on the present 
street with cess and rubbish pits, supports the documentary evidence that this part 
of the street pattern of Abingdon was functioning by the 13th century. 

The replacement of a post-hole structure by one with stone footings in the late 
13th or 14tll century, has been observed on other sites as far afield as Dorset and 
Lincolnshire.' s At the deserted medieval village of Seacourt, about 10 km. north 
of Abingdon, Biddle found the same change in construction technique at this time.'9 
In an urban context, this pattern is repeated in excavations at Brook St., Winchester'. 
and, at a slightly earlier date, at Southampton.II 

JI M. A. Cotton, • Berkshire Hill·Forts t f BtTkr. Arch. )" LX (rg6!i1;), 3<r5!i1;. 
u Op. cit. note 7, 70. 
I] H. Jankuhn, • Zuc Deutung der Tierknochenfunde aU! La Tene', HeiVll'ia Antiquo.. Festschrift Emil 

Vogt ('966), '55-8. 
14 op. cit. note 7. 70. (Note ahojawbone in entrance to hut circle at Heath Farm, M.40 Site 3 : T. Rowley, 

. An Iron Age Settlement at Heath Farm, Milton Common', Oxoniltls;a, xxxvm (1973), 23-40, Fig. 3. Ed.'/. 
IS Anne Ross, Pagan Celtic BriJain (J974J, 404-J7 . 
• 6 Benson and Miles, op. cit. note 3. Maps SI, 34 and 35, I' Roger Amyee, Sun:"yoj Abingdon, '554, P,R.Q,. L.R.Z/IBg, fos. 2IJV. I' M. Wood. ThtEnglish Medieval House (1965), 215. I, M. Biddle, • The Deserted Medieval Village of Seacourt, Berkshire'. Oxoniens;a, XXVl/xxvn (1!~61-2), 

7D-201, at 118. 
"M. Biddle, • Excavations at Winchester 1966. Fifth Interim Report I, ARlit}. J., XLVII (1967), 266, and 

01. ciJ. note g. 
II C. Platt. MtdUvol SouJhampton .. tIu port ami 'rading community, A.D. /000-1600 (L913), 39. 
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Unfortunately, the large amount of pit digging into the relatively unresistant 
gravel prevents any useful suggestion being made as to the function of these medieval 
buildings. The presence of the stone-lined pits behind or next to medieval houses 
is a common arrangement however for depositing kitchen rubbish or for use as cess 
pits." 

The gravel terraces of the Upper Thames create an area notably lacking in 
stone. This results in the use of cob; several surviving buildings in Dorchester, 
Oxfordshire, are built in this material. Severe robbing of stone from redundant 
buildings is commonly found during excavation. All the stone on the site, from the 
Iron Age post packing to the medieval building, is coral ragstone, which can be 
found about five kilometres west of Abingdon. This stone is also that used in the 
earliest buildings in Oxford, for example St. Michael's church tower, Cornmarket.'3 

THE FINDS 

POTTERY 

Iron Ag. 
The only Iron Age pottery occurs in two features : 

Post-hoi. CG 
Ten sherds from ODe vessel (FlO. 63, I). Pot appears to be a straight-sided bucket

,haped vessel with a flat, expanded rim, diameter c . • 8-31 em. Fabric is hard and coarse, 
with large (c. 8 mm.) shell inclusions, orange-brown to buff in colour. Surface is uneven 
with eruption. and pittings. Inner surface has been wiped horizontally. Form and 
fabric match Hardin~'s" earliest Iron Age pottery in the Upper Thames Valley (6-5 
centuries B.C.). Similar sherds have been found at Wittenham Clumps, Dorchester, 
Blewburton Hill and a number of sites in the Abingdon area, but there is a notable lack of 
stratigraphical data and associated material from most of these sites. 

PitFG 
There are five sherds of true butt-beaker with incised decoration and two sherd. of 

lhicker, probably local imitation. These probably date the pit to the late Iron Age, circa 
early to mid lSt century A.D. It is likely that such pottery continued in use into the early 
decades of the Roman period, but the total lack of any Roman or Romano-British !herds 
suggests a pre-Conquest date for the pit. 

Other pottery includes : 
36 sherds of hard, sandy ware, mostly black and well burnished, some unevenly fired. 

One !herd is from a large jar with uneven faceted burnishing and tooled chevrons (FlO. 
63, .). 

Fragment of a necked bowl. Hard, fairly fine fabric with quartz inclusions, dark, 
burnished cxterior.2s 

Three decorated sherds may be residual : 
1 Well burnished sandy, black ware with tooled horizontal line and swag decoration.,6 
• Similar to I, but swag formed by impressed dots. 

11 0;. til. note 20. 
Il W. J. ArkeU, Oxford Sioru (1947). 22 • 

.. c~ 0;. rn. note 7, PI. is· 

., . 0;. nl. note ,. PI. 69, d. 
" . oft. tit. note 7, PI. 67. f. 
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Abingdon ~ West St. Helen Street: Iron Age and Romano-British Pottery. Scale 1. 

3 Hard shell-gritted, buff coloured ware. Thin-walled vessel with cord impres,ed 
decoration. 

Jars (FlO. 63, 3 and 4) with slightly pinched-out rims. Hard fabric with fine ,hell, 
quartz and possibly some grog inclusions. Interior and exterior well burnished. 

Jar (FlO. 63, 5) Simple form in black fabric with quartz inclusions. 
to sherds of sheU-tempered ware including one in same fabric as those from po t-hole 

eG. 8 ,he.d, with flint tempering, inclusions ' - 5 mm. in diameter. 

Romallo-British 
Palisade Ditch (AT) 
Samian One ,mall ,herd .... ;th good quality gloss, possibly form '7. 

CoaTJI Pottery 
I Hard micaceous reddish brown coloured beaker (FlO. 63, 6). Heavily mica dusted 011 

exterior, dC'nse scatter of mica inclu"iions on interior. Carination on neck. Unevenly 
fired with rrduced interior. 
• Base of bowl with mica dusted exterior (FlO. 63, 7). Hard fabric with few inclusions 
except mica and a few small quartz grains. Fabric not quite so sandy as J and colour more 
buff-brown. 
3 68 mostly. mall abraded sherds ; 10 are of' native' fabric. I ,herd of hard tltin bur
nished grey ware decorated with a triangle of applied dots, could be a product of the 
Overdale Kilnsjudging by the fabric." 
4 Butt-beaker (FlO. 63, 8) might indicate continued we of native types in post-Conquest 
period. 

Continuation of Palisade Ditch (CD) 
76 sherds, mostly small and abraded, include : 
Samian One sherd, abraded possibly E. Gaulish war< . 

• , J. R. Kirk .. Romano-British POttery from Sunninpdl, Btrbhire. 1952 't Oxoni.msill. xvu/xvru (1952-3). 
229-3 1. 
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'NatitJt' wares Two shercls of butt· beaker and part ora coarse ware storagejar18 and part 
of a necked bowl.'9 

The rest of the sherds are in a hard metallic micaceous grey ware with burnishing. 

Examples include: 
FlO, 63, 9 T?in w:,Ued ,bowl with short flan!(e, 
.-10. 631 10 Rim of Jar wllh short everted nm In hard quartz· tempered black ware. 

AU the pottery from the palisade ditch is consistent with a date in the latter half of the 
1St century. Mica·dusted pottery is manufactured in the first century, for example in 
Gloucester, but the production centres of the two sherds found here are not known. The 
grey wares are probably products of the OverdaJe Kilns, approximately 5 km, north of 
Abingdon, which began operations at some stage in the lancr part of the first century.3 0 

The ditch also produced three fragments of tile, which may indicate the presence of an 
early Roman building, 

The large amount of later disturbance meant that most features produced some 
Romano-British pottery, The 13th-century pit DO, for example, contained 400 sherds of 
residual RB and I native J pottery of principally first-century date, These included 12 

sherds of Sam ian (none identifiable) and 5 sherds of butt-beaker, The 19th-century pit 
BM also produced a mortarium, early 2nd-century form, 'with an illiterate stamp (FlO. 
63, 11 ), 

THE MEDLEVAL PO'ITERV, By M, PARRlNGTON 

This report deals with the pottery from five of tbe West SI. Helen Street pits which 
were relatively wen stratified and uncontaminated by later intrusions, The pottery has 
been tabulated using the • type fabric' series evolved from the study of the Broad Street 
pottery (above p, 32), These results are shown in Table 5 and correspond well with the 
results obtained from the Broad Street pottery, 

TABU 5 

Type Fabric % in the Wesl St. Helen Street Pits 

Type Fabrics 

PIT \ B C D E G H K N Total Shcrd 
% Total 

CX 75 .6 5 "5 ·'5 '00 8. 

EW 85 6 9 '00 68 

DO 85'5 7 6 0'5 .00 4'3 

BJ 20'5 3'5 65>5 10'5 .00 '9 

BR 29'5 3 3 17'5 '3'5 • 20'S .00 '93 

The pottery assemblages are similar to the Broad Street ones and have been dated by 
reference to published siles in the area and the relative dates hinted at by the presence or 
absence of certain ' type fabrics', A sherd from layer AJ which is of intrinsic interest is 
published here also, 

"Cf 0/1. nt. note 7, PI. 70,5, 
"Cf 0/). nt. note 7. PI. 6g, d. 
). E. Harris and C.J. Young, I The II Overdale" Kiln Site at Boar's Hill, near Oxford', OX01Iinuia, xxxC( 

(1974), 12-'25· 
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The following abbreviations are ~d in thi, section : 
Jope, 19~7 E. M. jape, • Medieval Pottery in lkrkshire', Btrkshire Arcfuuological 

JounUJi, L (t947), 49- 76. 
Jope, 1950 

L.M.M.C. 
JUading Abbey 

Seatourt 

Tttsworth 

E. M. jape, tt al., • Pottery from a late 12th century well filling and 
other Medieval Find. from St. john'. College, Oxford, 1947 " Oxoninl
Sla, xv (1950), 44-62. 
E. M. jape, • The Clarendon Hotel, Oxford, Part r. The Site', 
Oxonirosia, xxm (1958), 1-83. 
LondonMuscum MedinJalCatalogut, third impression (1967). 
S. Moorhouse, • The Finds', in C. F. Slade, • Excavations at Reading 
Abbey ',Berkshire Arcluuoll!gicaIJoU11ll1I, 66 (1971~), 65-116. 
M. Biddle, 'The Deserted Medieval Village of Seacourt, Berkshire', 
Oxolliensia, XXVIjXXvn (1961-62), 7<HZOI. 
M. Robinwn, el ai., I Excavations at Copt Hay, Tetsworth " OxonieruiaJ 

xxxvm (1973),41-1 IS· 

Pit CX (PIG. 64) 
Cooking-pot, FabricB (Cf.Jope, 1950, Fig, 18. no. 4). 

2 Cooking-pot, Fabric A, diameter approx. 32 em. 
3 Cooking-pot, heavy finger-tipping on rim, Fabric A, diameter uncertain (Cf. Tetsworth, 

Fig. 16, no. (8). 
4 Cooking-pot, Fabric A, diameter approx. 26 em. 
5 Strap handle with stabbed decoration, light green glaze; the handle has been notched 

along each side after firing, Fabric A. 
6 Cooking-pot, Fabric B, diameter uncertain. 
7 Cooking-pot, Fabric B, diameter approx. 30 em. 

Number I occurs in a late 12th-century context at Oxford and number 3 in a 12th
century context at Tet.worth. Among the unillustrated ,herds is a tripod pitcher handle 
with a twisted rope of clay inserted, and notching along the sides. (Cf. Jope, 1950, Fig. 16 
for examples of this techruque and JUading Abbey, Fig. II, no. 8, for a Berkshire example; 
also if. Broad Street (above), Fig. 23, no. 7.) The parallels and the absence of painted 
wares suggest a pre-13th-century date for the feature and a date in the late 12th century 
would seem appropriate. 

PitEW 
8 Bowl, Hanged rim with finger-tip decoration, Fabric A (Cf. Seatourt, Fig. 24, no. 3)· 
9 Bowl, internal flanged rim with finger-tip decoration, Fabric A, diameter approx. 

34 em. (Cf. Tetsuxn-th, Fig. 21, no. 94) . 
10 Bowl, flanged rim with finger-tip decoration on outside of flange, Fabric A, diameter 

approx. 36 em. 
The sherds paralleled at Tetsworth and Seacourt indicate a 13th-century date; 

the absence of painted wares suggests an early 13th-century date for the pit. 

Pit DO 
II Rim oflarge dish, Fabric B (Cf. Jop., 1947, Fig. 6, no. 2 and Jope, 1958, Fig. 18, Z 12.) 
12 Cooking-pot, clubbed rim, Fabric B. 
13 Cooking-pot, Fabric A (Cf. Jope, 1947, Fig. 5, no. I). 
14 Rim ,herd with very heavy finger-tipping, Fabric A. 
15 Rim ,herd, Fabric A. 
16 Cooking-pot, Fabric A. 
I7 Cooking-pot, Fabric A. 
18 Dish, Fabric A. 
19 Cooking-pot, Fabric A. 
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FIG. 64 
Abingdon: West St. Helen Street: Medieval Pottery, Pit ex, 1-7 ; Pit E\V, 8-10 ; Pit DO. t 1-29. Scale 1. 

20 Rim of jug or pitcher, dark yellow external glaze, notching on rim, Fabric A (el 
Reading Abb'Y, }-ig. II, no. 2). 

21 Dish, expanded rim, Fabric C, diameter approx. 31 em. 
22 Dish, expanded rim, Fabric C, diameter approx. 30 cm. 
23 Dish, expanded rim, Fabric A, diameter uncertain. 
24 Cooking-pot, Fabric B, diameter approx. 22 cm. 
225 Dish, expanded rim, Fabric A, diameter uncertain. 

6 Dish, expanded rim, Fabric A, cliameter uncertain. 
27 Rim of jug or pitcher, yellow external glaze, Fabric A. 
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28 Cooking·pot with flang.d rim, Fabric C, diameter approx. 38 cm. (Cj. TtWO,lh, 
Fig. 20, no. 71). 

29 Rim of jug or pitcher, internal green glazo, Fabric A, diameter uncertain. 

Among the unillustrated pottery is a handle .herd decorated with thumb impressions 
(Cj. Ttlsworlh, Fig. '5, no. I), and 68 sherds of a large baggy pitcher with elaborate slip 
decoration consisting of concentric circles and zones of dots defined by lines of white slip 
and linear decoration in dark brown slip. The sherds have an external green glaze and 
both the pitcher and the decorated handle are in Fabric A. The presence of painted 
wares and nos. II, 13 and 20 suggests a 13th-cenrury date for the fearure and the abence 
of Fabric D (a late 13th-century fabric, see B,oad Sired pot report, p. 32) indicates a mid 
13th-century date for the pit. 

Pil BJ (FlO. 65) 
30 Pitcher, squared-off rim, dark green glaze, Fabric D (Cj. Stoeourl, Fig. 20, no. 4)· 
31 Base sherd, Fabric D. 
32 Rim of jug or pitcher with strap handle, slashed decoration on handle, Fabric D. 

Number 30 i, paralleled in a late 13th-century context at Seacourt and the presence of 
ignificant quantities of Fabric D indicates a late 13th-century date for the pit. 

Pil BR 
33 Jug with slightly expanded rim, strap handle with ,tabbed decoration, bung hole 

near base of jug, frilled round the ba,e which j, slightly sagging. Thcjug is glazed on 
the upper half with a green glaze and i decorated with vertical lines of brown ,lip 
in the glazed area, FabricN (Cj. I..M.M.C., PI. LXfV, no. 3). 

34 Cooking-pot with .agging base, twO spots of green glaze on the body of the pot where 
it has been in contact with another in the kiln, Fabric E. 

35 Bowl with Hanged rim, patchy external greeny-yellow glaze, Fabric E (Cj. S,aeou,l, 
Fig. 27, no. 7). 

36 Small bowl with Hanged rim, Fabric E. 
37 Three joining body sherds with grid stamp and impressed strip decoration, external 

glaze varying in colour from reddy-brown to dark green, Fabric N. 
38 Base of bolt Ie, Fabric D (Cj. Statourl, Fig. 19, no. (5). 
39 Ba,e sherd, slightly sagging with partial frilling on basal edge, Fabric D Cj. Jop., 

'947, Fig. 7, no. 9). 
40 Rim of a storage jar with a ,eating for a lid, Heck! of green glaze internally and txtern

ally, Fabric:'l (Cj. SUMourt, Fig. 27, no. 12, and also B,oad Sireet, above, Fig. 31, no. 
(2 7) • 
. 'umbers 35 and 40 are paralleled in late 14th-century contexts whilst no. 35 j, 

15th-century in date. The prac"ce of ignificant quantities of Fabric N which occurs in 
the latest pit at Broad Street (Pit 26) in a<sociation with' Tudor Green' rypc pottery 
.uggests an early 15th-century date for the pit. 

Layer AJ 
41 Fragments of a face mask mug in a hard red fabric with a dark green internal and 

external glaze (Cj. Jopt, '950, Fig. 22, nos. 1-2 and pp. 60-62, where these mugs are 
discussed in detail and tentatively dated to the 15th century. (Subsequent finds 
at the Chilvers Coton kilns, uneaton, make an earlier date for the glazing and form 
of these mugs likely. Extraordinarily, in view of their previously very limited distribu
tion, an example has recently been found in a builder'. trench at Sherborne Abbey, 
Dorset . Ed.)). 
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COINS 

Identification was carried out by the staff of the Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean 
Museum. 

Only one Roman coin was found and this was in the 13th-century pit DO 
Domitian, Ae As Lugdunum 
Obv. CAESAR AUG F. DOMITIANUS COS V 
Rev. Spes draped. Holding flower in R hand, lifting skirt with L. 
Date. 77-78 A.D. 

(BB Cat. No. 873 p. 215) 
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FlO. 66 
Abingdon: West St. Helen Street: Finds. Scale t. 
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• FrompitBR 

Anglo-Gallic jetton Barnard type 58. 
Probably struck after 1351 (date of introduction of groat in England) and before 
1453. May have circulated later. 

3 Unstratified. 

Bronze 

Ae Rose farthing of Charles 1. 
Issue discontinued 1644. Probable date of issue lale 1630S to early I 640s. May 
have circulated later. 

SMALL FINDS 

A brooch (FIG. 66, 2) found in RB ditch AT. Small (3t cm. long) , dolphin' type. 
Undecorated, pin missing, but originally on a spring. Short arms and small catch 
plate (broken). Late 1St to mid 2nd century A.D. 

• Small (3 em. long) belt fitting (FIG. 66, 3) found layer CA. Openwork quatrefoil with 
thistle shaped head and downward curving projection. Back is a flat plate. Late 
Medieval. 

Worked Bo", 
Fragment of weaving comb (FIG. 66, I), partially burnt. From early Iron Age pnst
hole CG. Parts of teeth survive, with pnssible signs of wear brtween them. Original 
width c. 3' 5 em. Plano-convex in seclion. Probably made from ox rib. Identical 
tools are used by present.day weavers in Central America. Their function is to beat·up 
the weft from the front on a warp-weighted loom. Wild suggests they may only be 
used on fairly coarse woollen c1oth.)l Such combs are common on Iron Age sites jn 
Southern Britain, but although found in Romano-British conlexts they seem to appear 
in Northern Britain more often than the southern lowlands.p 

Worked Slo", 
Fragment of mica schist whetstone (FIG. 66, 4) . From 13th-century pit DO. Wear 
marks along centre and sides. 

TEXTILE. By ELISABETH CROWFOOT 

From the 15th-century pit BR came one fragment, measuring c. 6·6 X5'3 em. overall, 
with four cut edges. Wool, dark brown, apparently naturally pigmented, worsted type, 
fairly evenly Z spun in both systems. Weave, regular tabby, count 13/ 13 threads per em. 
[be cloth was not fulled; it is slightly matted on one side, but not enough to suggest 
deliberate napping. Remains of stitches in very deteriorated ?vegetable thread show 
that the piece was cut from a garment. 

By the late 13th century, English and European evidence suggests that most profes
\ional woollens were made with yam Z spun in one system and S spun in the other, a 
practice which facilitates the matting of the fibres when the cloth is to be finished by fulling 
or napping. Of the many fragments recently found in late 14th- and 15th-century levels 
at Baynard's Castle in the City of London only a very small propnrtion of the tabby and 
three-shaft twill weaves do not follow this rule, and have Z spun, or S spun thread in both 
systems. The worsted type of wool and similar spinning in warp and weft are commonly 
reserved for simple four-shaft twills, where the diagonal pattern of tlle weave was presum
ably intended to show. This perhaps suggests that the Abingdon fragment is of good 
domestic rather than professional production. 

Finds or medieval woollen textiles often include cut pieces, sometimes new cloth 
probably from tailors' workshops, but more often rragments like this one, cut from worn 
garments when the better pnrtions are presumably being used for re-making or patching. 

JI J. P. Wild, T,xtik Alarwfaelure in tk no,tMrn RotnMI /Wol.:inus (1970). 66. 
J1 A. Henshall, • Textile!! and Weaving appliances in prehistoric Britain', p.P.s' J xvt-vn (1950 ), I,.B. 

Fig. 5. 
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BONE REPORT. By R. WILSON 

Some 60% of 732 bone and shell remains are identified £i·om the dated features at 
West St. Helen Street. The bones are well-preserved except for those in the medieval 
Pit ex. There are four burnt fragments of 44 in the late Iron Age features and six burnt 
fragments (all metapodials) in the early 15th-century Pit BR. 

Animal abundance. In Tables 6 and 7, the numbers are recorded as for the Broad Street 
and Old Gaol sites in Abingdon (pp. 105 and 112 in this volume) and are similar to those 
distributions. There are two horse bones in Pit BZ and single bones in Pit FG and Pit ex, 
four dog metatarsals and a calcaneum in FG, and three dog bones in Pit DO ; nine cat 
bones in DO and two in Pit BR (one individual in each pit) ; two rabbit bones in Pit BR 
and one in Pit BZ (one individual in each pill, a small fish fragment in each of Pits BR and 
BZ, and a frog bone in Pit EW. The minimum numbers of oysters are one in Ditch AT, 
thirty in Pit BR, six in Pit BZ, three in BM and nine in both BM and BZ combined. 

The combined medieval sample from the three Abingdon sites gives a minimum ratio 
of 16 cattle: 22 sheep: 10 pigs (33, 46 and 21%-as at Broad Street, which contributes to 
two-thirds of this sample). Totals of the minimum numbers in all the medieval feature, 
give a ratio of 48: 77 : 32 (31, 49 and 20%) for the above animals. 12th- to mid 13th
century features give ratios of 11 : 15 : 4 (37, 50 and 13%) and 2g : 45 : Ig (31, 48 and 
21%), while the ratios for the late 13th- to early 15th-century features are 8: 12 : 6 (~I, 
46 and 23%) and Ig : 32 : 13 (30, 50 and 20%). These percentages indicate a relatJve 
increase in the pig population, but the comparison is based on 106 pig bones. Sheep 
numbers seem to have remained much the same even in relation to cattle and this nullifies 
the Broad Street evidence of their increase (p. 119). 

Affinities of the sample. The average number offragments per individual for medieval cattle, 
sheep and pig are 16, 10 and 6 respectively, and are closer to those in the Old Gaol sample. 
These averages appear to be related to the sample number of bones for each species (p. 113). 

15% of the bones are complete or nearly so, about half-way between the 10% at Broad 
Street and 22 % at the Old Gaol. 

The average length of all bone with no apparently new breaks are 8·3 em. and 10 em. 
respectively for medieval and Igth-century cattle (7·7 and g. 9 em. for Broad Street and the 
Old Gaol medieval debris) ; 7·4 em. and 8·2 cm. for medieval and Igth-century sheep 
debris (7.2 and 8·g em. at Broad Street and Old Gaol) ; and 3·7 em. (5 bones) and 8·0 
cm. for medieval and Igth-century pig (7·4 and 8·0 em. at Broad Street and Old Gaol). 
Six of the nine sample numbers range from twelve to seventy-four and only the sheep and 
cattle fragments at Broad Street number more than two hundred. The average length 
of all bones that are not freshly broken (71 % of the three species, 80% of cattle and 70% of 
sheep bones) is 6·4 em. compared to 6·3 cm. at Broad Street and 7·9 em. at the Old Gaol. 
The unidentified medieval bone fragments have an average length of 5.2 cm. compared 
to 5·5 em. at Broad Street and 6·7 cm. at the Old Gaol, a measure which might be expected 
to be as constant as the investigator's abililY to identify the smaller fragments. Ribs have 
been lumped with the unidentified material and although no record was made of the 
measurements of any particular bone, the portions of rib did appear to be much longer in 
lhe Old Gaol debris than in the other two samples. These figures suggest that the extent 
of medieval bone fragmentation is intermediate between the other two site samples : all 
these results also being conditional upon how bone was collected on these sites. As noted 
above, the fresh breakages are numerous, twice as many as at Broad Street and four times ac; 
many as at the Old Gaol. 

Butchery. Some aspects of medieval metapodial butchery emerge with an examination of 
the triple site sample. There are 37 metapodial fragments, three with knife cuts and 2g 
with angular fractures, beavy knives or choppers appearing to be the major disarticulating 
blades. On the metatarsals of cattle, the tops of six of ten proximal ends are ooe- to-three
quarters cut away from the anterior intact edge. Six (including four of the previous six , 



TABU 6 
West St. Helen Street Animal Bone and Shell Frequency 

Lau: !A/RB 12th century- Late 13th century-
r BC-I AD mid 13th century early 15th century 19th century 

Feature FG AT, CB, DT Total ex DO EW Total BJ BR J\fed. Total BZ BM Total 

Cattle • 3 9 • 6 3 38 '3 6 • '7 3' 58 
Sheep 8 3 II '3 

., 
7 4' 6 3' 79 '5 '5 40 

Pig 4 4 4 3 7 5 .. ,. 8 .0 

Domestic Fowl- • 4 5 9 3 3 6 

Other Bird 3 3 6 9 4 3 7 

Oyster 78 78 8 5 '3 

- Bird bones identified by ~{r. D. Bramwell. 

TABLa 7 
Minimum Numbers of Individuals (M.N.I.) 

La'e IAIRB Early Medieval La,e Medieval Medieval Sample POll Medieval Sample 

Feature FG ex DO EW BJ BR Total M.N.I. BZ BM Total M.N.I. 

Cattle • 3 8 4 3 5 8 8 

Sheep • • 3 3 6 '5 8 4 6 '0 7 

Pig • 4 • 3 4 3 
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of twelve distally f~d epiphyses are broken away, the direction of the blow. being difficult 
to determine. Four of thirteen proximal metacarpal!! are hroken, and these and one other 
also had their distal end> broken away. Two metacarpal! had been split lengthways, but 
the other metapodial bonea tend to be smashed in the midshaft. Thi. pattern may be 
chance fragmentation or indication. that butchery tended either to produce meat joints 
or marrow bone destruction. 

The Igth-century proximal metatarsal. were disarticulated at the same place as noted 
for the medieval bones, five of nine bones evidently being cut using finer blades but probably 
with no more prec' ion than medieval butcher> used their chopping blades. Three offour 
sheep vertebrae and a sacrum of .heep are cut through their midline suggesting a halving 
of the carcass in the Igth century. Similarly for a cattle vertebra, but the two pig vertebrae 
have only the lateral process trimmed off. 

Sult/al proportioliS. The percentages of medieval skull, foot and main body debris, as in the 
previous reports (po loB) are 55. Ig and 26% for cattle (62 bones) ; 24, 32 and 44% for 
'heep (79 bones) ; and 25. 58 and 18% for pig (12 bones!). For the Igth-century debris, 
g, 36 and 55% for cattle (58 bones) ; 15, 55 and 30% for sheep (40 bones) ; and 50, 30 
and 20% for pig< (20 bones). These figures and previous ones are variable although they 
suggest that cattle head debr;, was Its common on the Igth-century site but explanation 
lacks olher supporting evidence. 

l\1orlality tslzmalts. In the medieval cattle bones only three in ten epiphyses arc~ fused, seven 
epiphyses coming from Pit DO. For Igth-century cattle bones, ten of twelve carly fusing 
epiphyses and eleven of sixteen late fusing epiphyses are fused. In medieval sheep, twelve 
of thirteen early fusing epiphyses and fifteen of twenty-two late fu,ing epiphyses are fused, 
while in the Igth-century pits all ten early fusing shtep epiphyses and thirteen of,eventeen 
late fusing bones are fused. Of th,' pig epiphyses, two of the four late Iron Age epiphyses, 
one of three medieval and one of seven 19th-century epiphyses are fused. 

Two medieval callIe jaws and three medieval sheep jaws including a matching pair 
(Pit BR) had the third molar in wear. Two matching late Iron Age sheep jaws (Pit FG), 
one medieval and three 19th-century pig jaws arc immature on the above criterion. 
Apart from the unfused cattle epiphyses from Pit DO, the figures confirm the previous 
findings for Broad Street and ti,e Old Gaol. that pigs were killed at much earlier ,tages 
than cattle or sheep. This also appears to be a post-medieval practice. 

Bo,.. DlmlJrmallly. Two of the di tal cattle metatarsal. in Pit BM are nearly pathological in 
that their. haft 'urfaces are pitted or raised as small calcified outgrowths, the medial 
condyles showing wear, and rdatively more lateral extension and calcified deposits than 
do the oth« metapodials. One of the medieval metatarsals (Pit 36 at Broad Street) 
bows thLCi but to a icsCier extent. Ucrpmann considers these characteristics to be evidence 

of the use of draught animals.]) ~ 'one of the distal metacarpals show the above signs, 
but one fIn! phalanx and two phalanges Ii'om Pit B:-r, and two first phalanges from Pits 26 
and 73 at Broad Strtet also show calcified outgrowth . 

A distal humerus and a proximal radius from Pi" 41 and 36 at Broad Street show 
considerable outgrowths around their epiphyses and the articulation surface of the humerus 
is markedly striated. A pig tibia from Pit 35 bears an ulcer-like pit 15 mm. in length on 
the lovo'cr ~haft. ~lost interesting is a healed-over triangular hole, 7 mm. wide, through 
the side of the parietal ofa sheep's skull. a 12th-century cure or escape (Pit 50, Broad Street). 
A young 15th-century dog in Pit 26 (Broad Street) '"ems to have been less fortunate and 
had the left side of its skull smashed in. This evidence constitutes the obvious pathology 
of the three site samples. 

Worud 60,... In the whole medieval sample three bones had hoen worked. One is a pig 
fibula, 130 mm. in length. which had been sharpened to a simple point (Pit BR). The 

J) PcnonaJ communication. 
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other two bones are distal metatarsaIs of cattle. Mter the shafts had been trimmed and 
rounded off, presumably while the bone was still green, the epiphyses were sawn off, 
discarded, eventually being deposited in Pit 78 at Broad Street and Pit 22 at the Old Gaol, 
both being dated to the 13th century. 
Discussion. These bones have contributed little to site interpretations and comparisons, 
as is shown by the attempted assessment of fragmentation patterns. This is related to 
problems of method, to how refuse appears to be spread over a wide area, and to how bones 
record biological processes that are mostly remote from the site. 

The circumstances of the 19th-century bones may become better documented. 
Earlier in the century butter production was notable on the Thames meadowland around 
Radley and up river, while cheesemaking was most characteristic of the upper Ock River 
around Shrivenham.J4 Berkshire Nott sheep and crosses with this breed were preferred 
for folding and farming in the vicinity of Abingdon although the meat and wool were 
rather coarse.3S Although horses were numerous in Berkshire, oxen teams were kept at 
least by Mr. Stacey of Abingdon.,. Later in the century tile extent of pastoral farming may 
have increased.37 

BIRD REMAINS. By D. BRAMWELL 

BM and BZ, Post-medi<val 
Goose, domestic. Six. bones, parts of an adult and an immature bird. 
Duck, probably domestic, may be as large as a Muscovy. Tibia of immatuse. 
Domestic fowl. Six bones from 2 adults, an immature and a more juvenile specimen, i.e. 

four birds. One of the bones is of a large bird of present-day size. 

BR, 15th eel/tury 
Goose, if. domestic. Six bones possibly from one bird, an adult. There are signs of 

butchery on a wing bone. 
Fowl. Five bones, all from a small bird or birds. One bone is butchered to remove the 

foot in preparation for cooking. 

DO and EW, 13th century 
Goose, domestic. Three bones representing two adults. 
Fowl. Two bones of small variety offowl, one or two adults. 

ex, 12th ctnlury 
Fowl. Two coracoids, from tvvo immature small fowl. 

H W. ~'lavor. A teM'al View Dftlu AgMIIUT' Df Bnhlrin (IBog), 374-5. 
)J Ibid., 381-go. 
l' Ibid., 400. 
n N. Hammond, Rural Lift in tJu Vall Dftlu Whik HD(r, 1]8(r191<4 (1974\ 93. 


